from the Boston Herald Suffolk University poll a few
WWZN-AM (Revolution Boston) | 09/02/2014 (10 weeks, 3 days ago)
...about how she's financially prudent on so I think this is something that many people don't not very minor thing people going in from the Boston Herald Suffolk University poll a few months ago I talked about how caring whether not worth with their website upon the care and is not being seen here in...

NECN Midday
New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 2 days ago)
...ready to travel -- curtis's mother in the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is growing thin! A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has a 42-percent support -- while steve grossman has 30 percent -- and 16 percent for donald berwick....

NECN Newsroom
New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)
...refusing a chemical test last year. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has a 42-percent support. Grossman finished second with 30-percent. Donald berwick is third with...

Morning Show
NECN Morning - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)
...Williams is being held without bail. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is growing thin! A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has a 42-percent support -- while steve grossman has 30 percent -- and 16 percent for donald berwick....

News @6AM
NECN Morning - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)
...the f-b-i from 19-93 to 20-01. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has 42-percent support. Steve grossman finished second with 30-percent. Donald berwick is third...

News @5AM
NECN Morning - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)
...latest on the market basket drama. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has 42-percent support. Steve grossman finished second with 30-percent. Donald berwick is third...

Newscenter 5 Eyeopener
...With just two weeks left until the primary, Martha Coakley's double-digit lead over her two democrat opponents for governor has shrunk. A new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of likely primary voters has the attorney general leading Steve Grossman by 12 points. Donald Berwick is trailing...

The Only News @ 9
The Only News at Nine - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...tonight. The other man was unhurt. In the race for Massachusetts governor... Martha Coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll gives Coakley 42-percent support. Grossman finished second with 30-percent. Donald Berwick is third with 16...

News @5PM
New England This Evening - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...fatally shot white. (latoyia) now to the race for Massachusetts governor... Martha Coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll gives Coakley 42-percent support. Grossman finished second with 30-percent. Donald Berwick is third with 16...

primary elections the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll
WBUR-FM (Boston's NPR News Station) | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...gubernatorial candidate Charlie Baker has support from seventy percent of voters with just over two weeks left for the states primary elections the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll shows eleven percent of voters would back Baker's opponent Mark Fisher on the Democratic side Massachusetts...

according to the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll
WBUR-FM (Boston's NPR News Station) | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...Steve Brown in Boston Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley has a twelve point lead in the state's gubernatorial race according to the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll survey released today found forty two percent of voters would support Coakley while thirty percent would back...

Print/Online News

Suffolk-Herald Poll: Coakley, Grossman gov battle tightens
The Boston Herald - Online | 8/25/2014

...Attorney General Martha Coakley's seemingly insurmountable lead has dwindled to a dozen points in the Democratic race for governor, according to a new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of very likely primary voters.

In punchless primary, lacklustre turnout feared Tuesday
Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online | 09/07/2014 (9 weeks, 5 days ago)

...to become the gubernatorial nominee for the Republicans, with primary opponent Mark R. Fisher, a Shrewsbury native, trailing by 55 points in an Aug. 25 Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll. The most heated race of the primary may be for the Democratic nominee for attorney general, as polls show...

POLITICAL HAPPY HOUR: September 3, 2014
Boston Globe - Online | 09/03/2014 (10 weeks, 1 day ago)

New poll finds Martha Coakley with huge lead

Boston Globe - Online | 09/02/2014 (10 weeks, 2 days ago)

...Democratic field, but by smaller margins. A Boston Globe poll released Thursday night found Coakley leading Grossman by 22 points, with Berwick in third. A Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll released early last week found the attorney general leading Grossman by 12 points, with Berwick trailing. ...

MassGOP Releases New Video: 'Sound Familiar?'

Targeted News Service | 09/02/2014 (10 weeks, 3 days ago)

The Massachusetts Republican Party issued the following news release: Today the MassGOP released a new web video entitled "Sound Familiar?" which...

New poll shows race for governor tightening

Taunton Daily Gazette - Online | 09/01/2014 (10 weeks, 4 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll, Attorney General Martha Coakley holds a 12-point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman's...

Globe Poll Has Charlie Baker, Martha Coakley Neck and Neck in Governor's Race

Boston.com | 08/29/2014 (10 weeks, 6 days ago)

...advance to the general election matchup. Baker is dominating Tea Party candidate Mark Fisher in the Republican primary, ahead 70 percent to 11 percent in a Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll earlier this week. In the Democratic primary, Coakley received 46 percent of the vote, well ahead of state treasurer...

Massachusetts Democrat Seeks Redemption After Weak 2010 Race

Wall Street Journal - Online | 08/29/2014 (11 weeks, 1 day ago)

...in a way they perceived I did not before." Ms. Coakley, 61 years old, has held a consistent lead over her Democratic opponents. A poll released by Suffolk University and the Boston Herald on Monday showed her with support from 42% of likely Democratic primary voters, ahead of 30% for her closest...

Coakley confident in strong campaign in gubernatorial race

Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online | 08/28/2014 (11 weeks, 1 day ago)

...former federal Medicare and Medicaid chief Donald M. Berwick. Ms. Coakley at one point held a lead of about 40 points over Mr. Grossman, though a new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll released Monday placed her lead at 12 points. "We don't pay attention to the polls," Ms. Coakley said Tuesday....

Battenfeld: Primary can help GOP craft plan

InsuranceNewsNet - Online | 08/27/2014 (11 weeks, 2 days ago)

...prosecute a lobbying powerhouse caught with his hand in the cookie jar. That could be the reason for one of the most intriguing finds in the new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of very likely Democratic primary voters: Grossman is doing much better among independent voters than Democrats,...

Poll: Grossman Gaining Ground in Massachusetts Regional News

The Bond Buyer | 08/27/2014 (11 weeks, 2 days ago)

...Coakley's lead in the Democratic race for Massachusetts governor, according to a poll. Coakley's lead, once as high as 40 points, was 42% to 30%, in a Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of 400 "very likely" primary voters released Aug. 25. Former Obamacare administrator Donald Berwick...

SHNS Campaign Notebook -- Tuesday, August 26, 2014

WWLP-TV - Online | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 2 days ago)

...Democratic candidate for governor Martha Coakley was ¿€?just about right?€? when asked if she was too liberal, too moderate, or too conservative, the Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll released Monday also included some results that show Coakley is not the most highly regarded statewide candidate....
Primary Day in Ariz., Fla.; Pro-Brown Super PAC Launches Ad; Poll: MA GOV Dem Primary Tightening

National Journal | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 2 days ago)

... (D). (release) SC GOV: Gov. Nikki Haley (R) touts her efforts to combat bullying in schools. (Columbia State)

NUMBER BRUNCHING MA GOV: A new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of LVs, conducted Aug. 21-24, shows Attorney General Martha Coakley (D) leading state Treasurer Steve Grossman...

New poll shows race for governor tightening

Taunton Daily Gazette - Online | 08/26/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Attorney General Martha Coakley holds a 12-point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman’s...

New poll shows race for governor tightening

The Enterprise - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Attorney General Martha Coakley holds a 12-point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman’s...

New poll shows race for governor tightening

The Patriot Ledger - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Attorney General Martha Coakley holds a 12-point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman’s...

Battenfeld: Primary can help GOP craft plan

FindLaw: Legal News and Commentary | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...maybe prosecute a lobbying powerhouse caught with his hand in the cookie jar. That could be the reason for one of the most intriguing finds in the new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of very likely Democratic primary voters: Grossman is doing much better among independent voters than Democrats,...

Poll shows governor’s race tightening

The Standard-Times - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Coakley holds a 12 point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman’s 30 percent among very...

Tale Of Two Debates: Final Stretch For Democratic And Republican Hopefuls For Mass. Governor

New England Public Radio | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

A new Boston Herald -Suffolk University poll shows a tightening race for the Democratic nomination for Massachusetts governor. State Treasurer Steve Grossman trails Attorney...

POLITICAL HAPPY HOUR: August 25, 2014

Boston Globe - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...Hillary Clinton if she ran for president in 2016 than would back the state’s senior senator, Elizabeth Warren, according to a poll released Monday by Suffolk University and The Boston Herald. ... The same poll shows Attorney General Martha Coakley leading the gubernatorial primary with more than...

NEW: Grossman Closing Gap on Coakley in MA Governor's Race

Go Local Worcester | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...weeks away, a new poll shows that Steve Grossman is closing the gap between himself and his Democratic opposition, Martha Coakley. According to the new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of 400 likely primary voters, Grossman trails Coakley by 12-percentage points, a gap that was once as high as...
New England Cable News (NECN) - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

Martha Coakley's lead for the Democratic nomination in the Massachusetts gubernatorial race is getting smaller. A new Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll gave Coakley 42 percent support, while Steve Grossman finished second with 30 percent and Don Berwick in third...

New poll shows race for governor tightening
Wicked Local | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Coakley holds a 12 point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman's 30 percent among very...

New poll shows race for governor tightening
Milford Daily News - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Coakley holds a 12 point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman's 30 percent among very...

Poll: Mass. Democrats would back Clinton over Warren
Boston Globe - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...Hillary Clinton if she ran for president in 2016 than would back the state’s senior senator, Elizabeth Warren, according to a poll released Monday by Suffolk University and The Boston Herald. Clinton, the former secretary of state and first lady, would garner 55 percent of the vote among 400...

New poll shows race for governor tightening
The MetroWest Daily News - Online | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Coakley holds a 12 point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman's 30 percent among very...

New poll shows race for governor tightening
Wicked Local - Cambridge | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 4 days ago)

...showed a much tighter contest than previous surveys as the campaign turns the corner into the final two week before the primary election. According to a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll, Coakley holds a 12 point lead over Grossman with 42 percent of the vote to Grossman's 30 percent among very...

Mass. Poll Shows Democrat Coakley Up by 12, Republican Baker by 60
Targeted News Service | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 4 days ago)

Suffolk University issued the following news release: Attorney General Martha Coakley (42 percent) leads her closest rival, Treasurer Steven...

Blog

Coakley Slips in Massachusetts
A posting from: N/A on Taegan Goddard's Political Wire | 08/25/2014 (11 weeks, 3 days ago)

A new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll in Massachusetts finds Martha Coakley's (D) "seemingly insurmountable lead has dwindled to a dozen points in...

from the Boston Herald Suffolk University poll a few
WWZN-AM (Revolution Boston) | 09/02/2014
New England Cable News (NECN) federal law called real id. It could prevent you from gaining access to a federal building - or even an airplane. because of their license. The Boston Globe reports that the bay state is one of nine that have not signed on to a gaydos is in boston with details. New this morning - reports of serious problems for Massachusetts residents - towards primary for for Coakley phone the timeline taxonomy now twenty-year sensing and ninety he went away and : is well basically on how much the fact it is each my niece this unique issue with this story as interesting as it is that the latter numbers ... icy voters like yeah there's not a guy in our light will go really nasty . while for the most part it seems like a bad idea and she let this thing down because as you're saying when something something the monopoly just don't see the reason why lower-cost I'm not sure if if this is good bombshell I takes her down is no September surprise rayon I think first life encounters really , tenet wants to liking that she's in a very good job . I will little by the consumer fire I know people that are underwater with her mortgage and EMC creative scenario having for and him for the most part he has done a lot for any average person just talk about how for every dollar that a common center on a Sebring Sebring and ten dollars so she like to talk about how she's financially prudent on so I think this is something that many people don't not very minor thing people going in from the Boston Herald Suffolk University poll a few months ago I talked about how caring whether not worth with their website upon the care and is not being seen here in Massachusetts of this report with their pain and their healthcare people know is coming under attack in Hungarians not a huge surprise at how carefully and then the only procedure in jail it is to build the procedure for five hundred fifty dollars annual sales are you in person knows with coming out of their paychecks no I'm just wondering it or I agree with you I just feel it interesting and almost too bad it actually does seem like potentially questionable move on her part and I think that if Grossman unit is been trying to craft a narrative of in our history at repetitive strings overhaul history of bad decisions seen are any memorable units here at DM Boston Herald radio debate any sort of pointing to her her job and an issues in terms of the ballot question on casino gaming and can also do different things Aries tries to bring he strings together and then point out meaning that she isn't doing the job in keeping well . I think it will hurt her in the primary assuming she wins the primary which is the assumption according to polls try and clear harder and in general because the generally hell yeah Charlie Baker insurance by writing the lesson I took enough company that was worst in you consumer unit relations to YouTube that you went from worst to pass and I think he can talk about healthcare in him were the simplistic way you can sort of speak to a now done or should you do the same thing but for the assertive in the number . beginning next week hurting Martha Coakley and Steve Grossman I don't know who is in her war is not winning my primary suite and Yanomami Chancey SKU meaning he is thirty case against Martha Coakley before the primary ladies voted for peoples well right just as I am deeming it regards antiseptic to anyone in the stories , the stories are basically would you service were several hundred pieces of evidence that this was due to work that was not lead to lower costs but if you look at the numbers the numbers don't lie this is going to increase costs in the long run and no use of the officer to services not going to reduce costs methods hold to you was meant to try and rein in healthier costs of this report I thought about it was the numbers noted people people to alter what user was a complicated issue and people to understand all the intricacies of women see that across every man woman and child masters of seven thousand five hundred fifty dollars a year to fifty . five billion dollars number is just it's really startling is also another don't know if you actually wrote it or the quote from somebody me mention if any five hundred dollars you do you actually get seventy five hundred dollars
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NECN Midday
New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014

to boston .. When he is ready to travel -- curtis's mother in the race for Massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is growing thin! A new Suffolk University-boston herald poll says coakley has a 42- percent support -- while steve grossman has 30 percent -- and 16 percent for donald berwick. On the republican side -- charlie baker has a huge lead over mark fisher. The primary is september ninth. Lots of uncertainty this morning, after some boston school bus drivers failed to show up to work monday. Our leslie gaydos is in boston with details. New this morning - reports of serious problems for Massachusetts residents - because of their license. The Boston Globe reports that the bay state is one of nine that have not signed on to a federal law called real id. It could prevent you from gaining access to a federal building - or even an airplane. Real id encourages states to verify citizenship and update security standards - but state officials claim it costs too


NECN Newsroom

New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014

you can count on necn and our newly re-designed website, necn dot com for the latest on the market basket drama. A shark sighting off the coast of duxbury beach in massachusetts -- has officials keeping a close eye on the water today. Our steve aveson is live in the newsroom with the latest developments. Nicole and brian - duxbury beach is open this morning.. Despite yesterday's shark sighting.. The 12 to 14-foot great white shark was seen about 75 to 100 yards off the coast yesterday afternoon. Troopers notified duxbury police and duxbury harbormaster immediately from the air wing helicopter. Swimmers were told to get out of the water and the beach was closed. And whenever a shark is spotted in the ocean, people talk. We were told there were no injuries reported during the evacuation of the beach or from the shark. New this morning, it's a milestone for a casino project in plainridge, massachusetts.. Gambling officials are planning a "final beam raising" ceremony tomorrow, to mark completing last structural piece of the plainridge park casino building. The slot parlor will open next to the plainridge race- course, and it's expected to open by spring 20-15. A massachusetts teen is now facing a murder charge in the deadly shooting of a boston woman... Near a parade in the city's dorchester neighborhood over the weekend. 18-year-old keith williams was arrested on gun charges on saturday. Those charges were upgraded just yesterday. Dawnn jaffier was killed while participating in the j'ouvert parade. The 26-year-old victim was an elementary school teacher and mentor to urban youth. Williams is being held without bail. Williams is being held without bail. A massachusetts police officer has pleaded not guilty after accusations he wheel during a deadly car accident. Police say eric wayne was drunk and had an open container in his car when he crashed into 26-year-old brient paula's car. The 26-year-old was killed in the crash. Wayne is an officer with the Lowell police department. According to prosecutors, wayne is on paid leave pending investigation. His driving record shows that his license was suspended for 180 days for refusing a chemical test last year. In documents filed in federal court monday-- the u-s attorney called the defense's research supporting a change of venue flawed and misleading. Tsarnaev faces the death penalty if convicted. The man from another fairy tale wedding for two survivors of the boston marathon bombings. Last weekend - james costello and krista d'agostino tied the knot at the hyatt regency boston - all thanks to the generous help of local vendors. James and krista met while on vacation at a spa in holbrook, boston. When news we've been following in watertown, massachusetts. Several power poles and utility lines have come down - causing a small power outage. Nstar says it started when a truck hit a pole at the corner of calvin road and arlington streets. A transformer on the pole blew a fuse. You can see a tangled mess of lines after. That came down 13 customers in the area are without power. The good news is no one was hurt. We're tracking new developments in the boston marathon bombings investigation. The government has asked the judge presiding over the against jahar tsarnaev to reject a request to move the trial out of boston. The defense says tsarnaev can't get a fair trial in boston. Because of pre-trial publicity. In documents filed in federal court monday-- the u-s attorney called the defense's research supporting a change of venue flawed and misleading. Tsarnaev faces the death penalty if convicted. The man from another fairy tale wedding for two survivors of the boston marathon bombings. Last weekend - james costello and krista d'agostino tied the knot at the hyatt regency boston - all thanks to the generous help of local vendors. James and krista met while on vacation at a spa in holbrook, boston. When news we've been following in watertown, massachusetts. Several power poles and utility lines have come down - causing a small power outage. Nstar says it started when a truck hit a pole at the corner of calvin road and arlington streets. A transformer on the pole blew a fuse. You can see a tangled mess of lines after. That came down 13 customers in the area are without power. The good news is no one was hurt. We're tracking new developments in the boston marathon bombings investigation. The government has asked the judge presiding over the against jahar tsarnaev to reject a request to move the trial out of boston. The defense says tsarnaev can't get a fair trial in boston. Because of pre-trial publicity. In documents filed in federal court monday-- the u-s attorney called the defense's research supporting a change of venue flawed and misleading. Tsarnaev faces the death penalty if convicted. The man from
Morning Show

NECN Morning - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014

to buy out the part of the company controlled by his rival cousin and his allies on the board. But employees are fed up by the back and forth. The family feud goes back decades. Employee protests to get arthur t. Back on the job go back two months. We're tracking new developments in the boston marathon bombings investigation. The government has asked the judge presiding over the against jahar tsarnaev to reject a request to move the trial out of boston. The defense says tsarnaev can't get a fair trial in boston. Because of pre-trial publicity. In documents filed in federal court monday-- the u-s attorney called the defense's research supporting a change of venue flawed and misleading. Tsarnaev faces the death penalty if convicted. The man from boston -- accused of a kidnapping and murder in south boston will be back in court today -- for a pre-trial conference. Edwin alemany is accused of driving 24-year-old amy lord to several atm's -- forcing her to take out money -- then stabbing her and dumping her body in hyde park. He's also accused of attacks on several other women in boston. A massachusetts teen is now facing a murder charge in the deadly shooting of a boston woman ... Near a parade in the city's dorchester neighborhood over the weekend. 18-year-old keith williams was arrested on gun charges on saturday. Those charges were upgraded just yesterday. Dawnn jaffier was killed while participating in the j'ouvert parade. Victim was an the 26-year-old elementary school teacher and city year mentor to urban youth. Williams is being held without bail. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's leader the democratic nomination is growing thin! A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has a 42-percent support -- while steve grossman has 30 percent -- and 16 percent for donald berwick. On the republican side -- charlie baker has a huge lead over mark fisher. The primary is september ninth. Crash caught on camera.
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NECN Morning - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/26/2014

according to a king spokesperson the call came in to the office around 3:30 yesterday. Local authorities were alerted, and the building was evacuated. Augusta police and state police, along with bomb-sniffing dogs, searched the building before giving it an all clear. Former f-b-i director louis freeh is in stable condition at a vermont hospital after a serious car accident. The crash happened just after noon on monday.. On on route 12 in barnard. Police say freeh drove off the side of the road.. Hitting a mailbox and shrubs.. Before ending up against a tree. The 64-year-old was the director of the f-b-i from 19-93 to 20-01. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has 42- percent support -- while steve grossman has 30 percent -- and 16 percent for donald berwick. On the republican side -- charlie baker has a huge lead over mark fisher. The primary is september ninth. Crash caught on camera. Just ahead -- a closer look at what happened in worcester when a car and firetruck collide. Psychiatrist on call at a local pre- school. Why outraged parents have prompted that action. Having the blues may be bad for you -- but for a lobster found in local waters ... It means a new lease on life.
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News @5AM
is live in the newsroom with details. According to british sources -- authorities have identified the individual who killed the american journalist. Security sources are combing through intelligence -- saying they were able to identify the suspect using voice and face recognition software. The name of the suspect has not been made public yet. There is growing concern that if they do release the name -- it could endanger the lives of 20 other hostages that remain in isis captivity. We're also learning new details about the release of american journalist theo curtis. The boston-native -- released by a syrian terror group with ties to al-Qaeda. After a deal was brokered. We'll be sure to bring you the latest on the release as soon as we have more information. Nicole back to you. Curtis will head to boston. When he is ready to travel. His father says curtis is in tel aviv for the time being. Curtis was captured in syria in 20-12. This morning-- his mother is opening up about the first conversation she had with her son in nearly two years. No word yet on exactly when curtis will return. We're tracking new developments in the boston marathon bombings investigation. The government has asked the presiding judge to reject jahar tsarnaev's request to move the trial out of boston. The defense says tsarnaev can't get a fair trial in boston. Because of pre-trial publicity. In documents filed in federal court monday-- the u-s attorney called the defense's research supporting a change of venue flawed and misleading. Tsarnaev faces the death penalty. This morning- the market basket stalemate continues. As rumors of a potential deal to end the turmoil continue to swirl. Ousted c-e-o arthur t-demoulas has reportedly made a 1-point-5 billion dollar offer to buy out the part of the company controlled by his rival cousin and his allies on the board. The board was scheduled to meet sunday, but the meeting was called off due to disagreements over some terms of the sale. Employees say they're fed up with the back and forth. While the family feud goes back decades, employee protests to get arthur t. Back on the job have continued for nearly two months-- leaving store shelves empty. And don't forget, you can count on necn and our newly re-designed website, necn dot com for the latest on the market basket drama. In the race for massachusetts governor... Martha coakley's lead for the democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new suffolk university-boston herald poll says coakley has 42-percent support. Steve grossman finished second with 30-percent. Donald berwick is third with 16-percent. On the republican side. 2010 g-o-p nominee charlie baker has a huge lead over mark fisher. Baker got 70-percent support. Fisher just 11-percent. Voters will cast their ballots on primary day, September 9th. It was a scary day for beachgoers in duxbury massachusetts. After a great white sighting had swimmers scrambling for dry land. Our justin michaels is live in duxbury this morning with more. Justin? It's x:xx just ahead.
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Newscenter 5 Eyeopener
Newscenter 5 Eye Opener - WCVB-TV | 08/26/2014

>> It will be tough down there. >> A lot of rain. A lot of rain on the southeast bahamas. About 2-4 inches of rain to bermuda but going west of bermuda. Wind won't be a big issue. That will head out to sea and basically a storm from here on out: there you see the winds 75 miles per hour. We're waiting for an update from the hurricane center at 5:00 a.m. It's not looking all that impressive on the satellite imagery as you can see. Perhaps we'll see if this can maintain its strength. Here's the track from the hurricane center. You can see it is going west from bermuda. Bermuda is going west as a category one hurricane and going close to 0 miles off our shoreline. This won't be a big impact for any land areas but it will kick up the surf and make for big waves. Rough surf for increased rip current risk starting really tomorrow through the end of the week. So keep that in mind if you have beach plans. The rip current risk is is low today. Lots of sunshine. The U.V. index is still high. We have a high tide coming up smack dab in the middle of the day right around 12:30 this afternoon. A great beach day today. If you can't go, if you're getting ready to head out the door these are the temperatures you're stepping out into. Boston 66. Lawrence 63. Some 50's still in the suburbs. Plymouth 58. We have 50s on the cape as well. A little bit of patchy fog in some of our low-lying valleys. This will be burning off after sunrise. It's pretty ice layed. Above it skies are mainly clear up and down the eastern seaboard. Very quiet today. The action is in the nation's mid section associated with this frontal boundary. Out ahead of this front, warm, humid air is is kind of pooling. Dew point temperatures are running in the 60's to around 70 degrees. That's the current dew point downtown. Humidity will continue to feed in on with southwesterly winds. Dew points already close to 60 degrees. They'll come up into the mid 60's by tomorrow. So a little bit stickier for your wednesday. Then we'll turn less humid through the rest of the week. A mostly sunny one today. Near 80 at the coast. Slight winds. 85-90 degrees inland. A couple of towns today may lunge toward the 90-degree mark, nashua and metro west. 87 taunton. Boston may sneak to 84 before a sea breeze does kick in for a time this afternoon. Right along the coastline including the cape should be pretty close to 80 degrees. We'll watch the frontal boundary press toward us as we head into wednesday helping to steer cristobal out on to sea. As that front approaches tomorrow, west-southwesterly winds kicking up
a notch should keep the sea breeze away. We'll be very close to 90 degrees in boston tomorrow. We should get there in many of the suburbs north and west of town. So tomorrow is likely the hottest day of the week. With that front approaches, it can't rule out a spot thunderstorm. But there's moisture lacking in the atmosphere. As that front approaches, it will have the potential to kick up a shower or thunderstorm but it doesn't look like anything widespread. I think the best chance will be late in the afternoon toward evening and especially along and south of the mass pike. So we'll watch that threat wednesday into thursday. We head toward the upcoming holiday weekend. Saturday looks like the best day. It turns humid on sunday. Right now it looks as though we'll keep that humidity around for labor day on can't rule out a shower or a thunderstorm. So the best bet if you have outdoor plans this holiday weekend looking like saturday. Out the roads, back to work and even school for some of us. >> I can't believe it's already that time. A live outside for you. 93 through the somerville stretch looking good in both directions. No problems to report. Here's what's happening across the rest of the area. Final stages of construction. 93 south as you travel from roosevelt circle down to the leverett connector and then again approaching that o'neill tunnel. More roadwork in place a little farther south. By furnace brook and also 128 northbound by route 1. Construction eastbound on the pike by 128. North of town you're in good shape. The trains and buses expected to start the morning on time. >> Thanks. As you head out the door this morning you'll probably either find this offensive or entirely accurate. Allstate just named worcester drivers the worst in the country! And boston taking the second worst spot. The company looked at collision data and found that boston drivers crash about every four years. The best drivers are in fort collins, colorado. >> With just two weeks left until the primary. Martha coakley's double-digit lead over her two democrat opponents for governor has shrunk. A new suffolk university/boston herald poll of likely primary voters has the attorney general leading steve grossman by 12 points. Donald berwick is trailing with 16 percent. On the republican side, charlie baker appears to be sailing to his party's nomination. He leads mark fisher by almost 60 points. This was a poll of 400 likely voters. Some moving recognition for the man whose struggle has inspired so many to help fight A.L.S. former boston college pitcher pete frates was honored at last night's old-time baseball game in cambridge. He was there with his wife julie. The two are expecting their first baby on september 10. Many of his former teammates at b.c. and saint john's prep were also there. Frates' personal struggle with A.L.S. helped inspire the ice
September 9th. The old Filene's building in Boston's downtown crossing has some new life. This morning saw the opening of Havas Village. 600 workers will be working at five companies located within the buildings. All five are owned by the global communications group Havas. The Havas Village in Boston is just one of 19 such villages located around the world. Coming up on the only news at 9. A professional athlete. Giving back to his home state. Tom Foley goes to Sprague, Connecticut. Just watch. "You have failed because you've lost these jobs. You have failed." That's Tom Foley blaming Connecticut workers for the Sprague Paper Mill closing. Even though it's being shut down by an out of state private equity firm. The same Tom Foley that drove

News @5PM
New England This Evening - New England Cable News (NECN) | 08/25/2014

in western Massachusetts for a man charged with killing his wife and daughter in the 1990s. Robert Honsch was arraigned in connection with the death of his wife, Marcia Honsch. Her body was found in 1995 near an entrance to Tolland State Forest. Around the same time, their daughter, 17-year-old Elizabeth Honsch, was found dead in New Britain, Connecticut. Until recently, both were known publicly only as Jane Doe. The Honsch family lived in Southeast New York at the time. Robert Honsch was arrested last month in Ohio living under an assumed name. He's being held without bail. (Latoya) a Massachusetts man charged with fatally shooting a woman is also being held without bail. 56-year-old Timothy Levesque is accused of killing Melissa White. The 23-year-old white was shot and killed on Sunday morning in Swansea. According to court testimony, Levesque's sons were in a dispute with friends of White's. The conflict led to a confrontation Sunday morning. Prosecutors say Levesque then fatally shot White. (Latoya) now to the race for Massachusetts governor. Martha Coakley's lead for the Democratic nomination is getting smaller. A new Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll gives Coakley 42 percent support. Grossman finished second with 30 percent. Donald Berwick is third with 16 percent. Democrats will pick their candidate September 9th. On the republican side, 2010 GOP nominee Charlie Baker has a huge lead over Mark Fisher. Baker got 70 percent support. Fisher just 11 percent. The old Filene's building in Boston's downtown crossing has been turned into Havas Village. This morning saw the opening of Havas Village. 600 workers will be working at five companies located within the buildings. All five are owned by the global communications group Havas. The Havas Village in Boston is just one of 19 such villages located around the world. Still to come on NECN. The Braude Beat is back. Jim and I will discuss the latest developments in the ongoing drama at Market Basket. You're here to buy a car. What would help is simply being able to recognize a fair price. That's never really been possible. But along comes a radically new way to buy a car, called TrueCar. Now it is. TrueCar has pricing data on every make and model, so all you have to do is search for the car you want, there it is. Now you're an expert in less than a minute. This is how car buying was always meant to be. This is TrueCar. Broadside host Jim

primary elections the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll
WBUR-FM (Boston's NPR News Station) | 08/25/2014

taken military action in Iraq against the Islamic state the most ferocious the spectrum of Islamist groups fighting. the schools and empty unease they read as they define this is NPR this is not born nine WBUR good afternoon I'm Steve Brown involved in the Boston public school district zoning extra bus service this afternoon cover more than a dozen routes it says did not wrong on the first day of classes this morning in room BPS Superintendent John McDonnell says the bus drivers union did not deliver on its promise to provide full-service today and not confident that all drivers will report to work this afternoon dollars warning parents there could be significant delays getting students: students can run the MBTA today for free ghostwriters union is not responded to a request, a Boston man is expected to face a new charge this afternoon in connection with the fatal shooting of Dorchester youth worker gone off your eighteen-year-old Keith Williams already been charged with illegal gun possession authorities believe half year was not the intended target of the shooting on Saturday morning Dorchester 's annual Caribbean rate Republican gubernatorial candidate Charlie Baker has support from seventy percent of voters with just over two weeks left for the states primary elections the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll shows eleven percent of voters would back Baker's opponent Mark Fisher on the Democratic side Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley has a twelve point lead in the race found that forty two percent of voters say they would support Coakley while thirty percent with Baxley Treasurer Steve Grossman poll found Alber which has sixteen percent of the vote of three Democratic candidates clash this morning in the first
of a series of debates before the September primary WBUR's Jack webinars has details at issue early in the Boston Herald debate was Attorney General Martha Coakley's decision to settle a high-profile lobbying case written

according to the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll
WBUR-FM (Boston's NPR News Station) | 08/25/2014

had the lowest presidential approval ratings since the end of the second world war , saying a government shakeup and him prime minister to form will be and highly supportive of the president and you French identity and place tomorrow unnervingly incarnated in California's wine country damage assessment is underway this coming a day after the hearing it was shaken by six . oh magnitude earthquake a premier a preliminary review has found dozens of homes and buildings in and around Napa unsafe to live one hospital official says dozens of people were treated for injuries majority of those injuries are listed as moderate yesterday's earthquake was the most powerful to strike San Francisco Bay Area since nineteen eighty nine nine US stocks are trading higher with the Dow gained seventy seven . since the open at seventeen thousand seventy eight NASDAQ up thirteen in the S&P 500 and nine this is NPR this is ninety . nine WBUR good afternoon I'm Steve Brown in Boston Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley has a twelve point lead in the state's gubernatorial race according to the latest Suffolk University Boston Herald poll survey released today found forty two percent of voters would support Coakley while thirty percent would back state Treasurer Steve Grossman health . ministry your Donald Barwick trails in third place with sixteen percent public and side of the balance seventy percent of voters support Charlie Baker while eleven percent of voters would back his opponent Mark Fisher both sides in the ongoing Market Basket standoff say they remain optimistic that a deal can be reached and so supermarket chains from his board canceled a meeting planned for last night after became clear the shareholders would not hold a vote to will not vote on a one and a half billion dollar buyout offer from former CEO Arthur teachable the judges ordered an off-duty wool police officer facing charges forward

MassGOP Releases New Video: 'Sound Familiar?'
Targeted News Service | 09/02/2014

The Massachusetts Republican Party issued the following news release:

Today the MassGOP released a new web video entitled "Sound Familiar?" which highlights Attorney General Martha Coakley's inability to overcome her disastrous 2010 campaign as she fades in recent polls.

"As the election nears, more and more voters are beginning to remember why they rejected her and her disastrous campaign for higher taxes and more spending," said Kisten Hughes, MassGOP chairman. "Coakley can try and

Poll: Grossman Gaining Ground in Massachusetts
The Bond Buyer | 08/27/2014

Byline: Paul Burton

State Treasurer Steven Grossman is cutting into Attorney General Martha Coakley's lead in the Democratic race for Massachusetts governor, according to a poll.

Coakley's lead, once as high as 40 points, was 42% to 30%, in a Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll of 400 "very likely" primary voters released Aug. 25. Former Obamacare administrator Donald Berwick has 16% of the Democratic primary vote.
Mass. Poll Shows Democrat Coakley Up by 12, Republican Baker by 60
Targeted News Service | 08/25/2014

Suffolk University issued the following news release:

Attorney General Martha Coakley (42 percent) leads her closest rival, Treasurer Steven Grossman (30 percent) by 12 points, according to a Suffolk University/Boston Herald statewide poll of tightly screened likely Democratic primary voters. Donald Berwick received 16 percent, and 12 percent were undecided.

"Martha Coakley is leading Steve Grossman, but Don Berwick's share of likely voters continues to grow, and there is a pool of u